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Introduction & Overview
To Salem First Presbyterian Church Family and Friends:
Following, you will find the report and recommendations of the Mission Study Team. The
COVID-19 pandemic changed both the timeline and process we had initially anticipated.
We began meeting on January 27, 2021, over Zoom, many months later than planned by
Interim Senior Pastor Brian Craker and the Session.
In preparation to call a new Senior Pastor, our assignment was to assess SFPC’s history,
current status, and needs as required by our denomination, the Presbyterian Church USA.
Appointed by Session, Pastor Craker led the five members of the team through carefully
planned stages before creating this report:
Recruitment and Orientation
Study and Reflection – A time of Biblical and practical study to open us to the purpose
and future of the church
Gathering Information – Carry out a comprehensive study of our history and current
status, conduct an all-church survey, analyze community demographics, and catalog
SFPC ministries, missions, and activities
Reporting and Reflection – Analyze and summarize data and survey responses
Discernment – Seek God’s guidance for our team as we discern what the data has
shown us and how God might be calling us forward
This document is a culmination of that work over the past nine months and details our
analysis of what we as a church are doing well and what we need to improve. It is broken
into four sections: Our Church, Our Community, Our Call, and Our Conclusions.
In summary, we believe we have many strengths on which we can build a solid, optimistic
future, including:
We love our God, and we highly value our Christian community.
We have active, skilled volunteers and staff who are committed to our mission, vision,
and work.
We are blessed with a facility and the resources to maintain and operate it for both our
worship services and as a place to carry out a growing number of missional programs.
We have proven a willingness to experiment with ways to meet challenging needs in a
changing culture.
We live in a metropolitan area that is growing, including new high-density housing units
within walking distance of the church facility.
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We also believe God is calling SFPC to a time of personal and spiritual growth. As you will
read, we found that our congregation has stumbled in our efforts to embrace the richness
of theological diversity. We need to increase our commitment to ensuring SFPC is a place
where all are welcomed and loved. We need to recreate what we found throughout most
of our 152-year history: Being a safe space of faith for all believers, inviting them to a place
of quiet protection where all can worship without judgment or condemnation, redirecting
ourselves to find unity in Christ again.
We need to remember we are here to worship Christ, not ourselves. There is no style of
worship or music, or seating arrangement prescribed in the Bible. As we find our way
forward after the pandemic, there will be more change, and we need to be flexible. As
stated in the Pneumatrix Report: “Entrenched beliefs about what ‘will not work,’ especially
concerning our worship spaces, is problematic. We sense and hope that the congregation
we are today is ready to be invited anew into the process of creating solutions, and with
the help of the Holy Spirit, new solutions can be found. Everyone will give up something
for the greater good.”
We need to rebuild transparency and communication into our decision-making processes.
Major decisions affecting worship and the congregation were made over the past dozen
years with insufficient communication and congregational buy-in, leading to reduced trust
in leadership. The congregation needs to be brought alongside leadership through a
shared vision as we move forward into our future.
As we conclude our work as the Mission Study Team, we thank you for your prayers,
support, and commitment to Salem First Presbyterian Church. Together, we will depend on
God’s strength and grace to lead us where God wants us to go, recognizing that God is
still at work in us and through us. We have faith in God’s plan for our future, even if we
don’t yet see how it will come to be.
Sincerely,
Kyle Bonn (Current Elder)
Nancy DeSouza
Tim Nissen (Current Elder)
November 2021

Rebekah Borah
Mary Johnson
Rev. Dr. Brian Craker
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SECTION 1: OUR CHURCH
Congregational Snapshot:
Our church was founded in 1869, ten years after Oregon
became a State. The church was located above a
downtown store in a town of fewer than 1,200 people.
Our new church had 20 members and a minister. It is
interesting to note that within a few short years, this early
church formed the foundation of much of our identity
today. Our music ministry, our tradition of hospitality, our
generosity to missions at home and abroad, our
commitment to education, and our stewardship are all
directly connected back to the spiritual practices and
Christian fellowship found in this small church in the mid19th century.

During the past 152 years, our church has grown,
changed, thrived, and survived decades of regional and
international events, social and cultural changes,
droughts, fires, and even pandemics. We have
worshipped in five church buildings. Our current structure
dates from 1959 when we moved the 1928 sanctuary
across the street and added a basement with a large
social hall, a Christian education wing, and a chapel. The
library was added in 1990, the fellowship hall in 1999, and
most recently in 2019, a complete remodel of our
sanctuary, chancel, and audio/visual equipment to
enhance our in-person worship experience and begin a
new hybrid experience with live-streaming.
Our church has been blessed with great longevity in our Senior Pastors, with six of them
serving a combined 80 years. These pastors have led us through significant changes in our
broader culture and in the culture of mainstream Protestant churches. They have guided us
in building a vital church in the heart of the city, a church that values children, youth,
families, and older people in our congregation. Our church continues its long tradition of
hospitality, mission, education, stewardship, music, and preaching.
John Stewart’s pastorate (1963-1985) is recalled as a golden time in the church’s life, with
large enrollments of children and families and lively engagement with community life.
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During Rob Elder’s tenure (1987-2007), excellence in the church’s music life was enhanced,
and the congregation undertook creative programs, as well as a capital campaign to
upgrade the church facilities.
In 2007, the congregation was impacted by the divorce of Pastor Elder and his subsequent
re-marriage to a former staff member. Church members were divided on how they viewed
these events, with roughly one-third of them leaving the church. That pastoral relationship,
at Rev. Elder’s request, was dissolved in the summer of 2007.
Following an interim time, Del Burnett (2009-2020) became our Senior Pastor. At the
beginning of Pastor Burnett’s tenure, the congregation embarked on “A Sacred Journey.”
New Vision and Mission statements were instituted. Much change happened, including,
but not limited to, changing worship times, enhanced Session leadership structure,
beginning a contemporary service in addition to our classic service and Wednesday Night
Connect (Adult Formation and Discipleship).
In the last decade, we have become a more
mission-oriented congregation: Easterpalooza,
Presbyterian Disaster Assistance teams assisting
with hurricane/wildfire recovery, Red Cross
Blood Drives, helping with Habitat for Humanity
builds, Family Promise, and more recently,
becoming a CaN Center (Churches serving as
Neighborhoods Centers) notably our
participation as a Warming Center that opens to
our houseless neighbors when temperatures
forecast to 32 degrees and below. We have
within our walls a Marshallese New Beginnings
congregation and a Little Friends Montessori
School. We also had our eyes opened to the
needs of the LGBTQIA+ community, mainly
through our youth group.

SFPC has also faced a number of challenges
over the past 15 years. These include the need
to close our in-house preschool and
kindergarten in 2010, the elimination of the
church newsletter, revisions to the sanctuary to
add screens in the chancel, the removal of the
pews in 2019, and other important changes that
often were not well received by members of the
congregation.
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These challenges, as well as other decisions of our denomination and our Session
regarding controversial subjects, resulted in a continual decline of membership over the
past years and is of ongoing concern to the leadership of our church.
In short, SFPC has experienced both positive and difficult transformations. In early 2018,
the Session determined it would be wise to assess those changes and the current focus of
the church. To assist in doing so, it contracted with a consultant, the Rev. Jim Kitchens, to
lead the church through his “Pneumatrix” process. A Vision Team was created to help with
the process, which included a series of listening sessions of five “congregational
conversations,” listening to God in the process, and then assimilating a shared vision into a
report with recommendations to Session. The “Pneumatrix Report” gave provocative
proposals in the areas of outreach, discipleship, congregational care, and overall resources,
with specific goals in each area. The Pneumatrix Report was meant to be a guide for future
work and vision of SFPC over the next 5-10 years.
Shortly after the conclusion of the Pneumatrix Report, the retirement of Pastor Burnett was
announced. Some actions of Phase 1 of the report were put into place, and the merging of
the two worship services into a combined “Ancient-Futures” hybrid service (in-person and
livestreaming) occurred in the fall of 2019. Interim Senior Pastor Rev. Dr. Brian Craker
began in March of 2020, at the same time COVID-19 forced our worship to go entirely
online. We re-opened for in-person worship in June of 2021 and continue to provide
hybrid worship for all.

We continue our work to live up to the traditions of this church: worship and preaching,
hospitality, mission in all forms, and discipleship while being welcoming to all who walk
through our doors.
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DNA Summary
Salem First Presbyterian Church, founded in 1869, has a
long tradition and history of being a “big tent” church
where all were welcomed in a safe space of faith. Located
across the street from the Oregon State Capitol Building,
our congregation welcomed members from both sides of
the political aisle, where all would come and worship
without likely ever disclosing the details of their personal
theologies and political perspectives. We were founded as
a genuinely invitational church and thrived.
That cohesive mindset began to unravel as modern culture
became more openly willing to challenge authority and
societal norms, including those related to worshiping
together as one congregation composed of many
individuals. The Pacific Northwest is notable for having the
lowest percentage of church attendees in the nation.
Compounding that overall decline is recent events in our
church that sped the downturn of membership, shrinking
from 1,241 members in 1997 to approximately 250
members today.
Presbyterians often joke about being “the frozen chosen,” mired in tradition and resistant
to change. But the world is changing, and with it, our congregation. We all want to rebuild
the membership of our congregation, but there is no one clear path. We have
experimented with new ideas but have not yet found a successful formula.
We increasingly face the competing interests of traditionalists and change seekers. This has
contributed to internal conflict, sometimes marked by divisiveness and lack of grace
towards those with differing perspectives. The congregation began to seriously diverge
near the end of Pastor Elder’s time of service, with controversy over a divorce and remarriage and the surrounding circumstances leading many to take sides and some to leave
the congregation. Other conflicts centered around the decision to become a full-inclusion
church to the LGBTQ+ community. Other conflicts had little to do with the local
congregation, including PC(USA) taking political stances on national and international
issues.
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Those conflicts were not handled well. The congregation continued to shrink.
Communication was poor, and many felt that staff and the Session made important
decisions without transparency and buy-in from the congregation prior to implementation.
A most recent example was the 2019 decision to combine the classic and contemporary
services into one blended service in a remodeled sanctuary. The congregation’s distrust of
leadership grew. So did some congregants’ frustration grew that their expectations for the
style of worship they prefer be met. More people left the church.

While a willingness to be experimental is a strength, doing so without bringing the
congregation alongside with sufficient communication and buy-in, contributed to conflict
and growing mistrust. We have lost an appreciation and support for subsuming our
personal desires into what is best for everyone.
A big part of our historical DNA has been the fact that SFPC has been a safe place of faith
for everyone. With our church being situated across the street from the state capitol
buildings, politics and differences were always at our doorstep, yet our DNA allowed us to
be a place of invitation with a history of broad membership and both theological and
ideological diversity. No matter who you were or may have aligned when you walked onto
the SFPC campus, you were simply a fellow Christian, embraced into the Salem First church
family. With that, decisions of action and mission were also made with a mindset of what
everyone could agree on together. SFPC recognized that while there would always be
differences, they chose to focus their teachings and action on Christ, which brought unity
of faith and trust.
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Unfortunately, like much of modern culture, SFPC has developed a low-level but chronic
infection of “Us versus Them” thinking, with polarizing issues sometimes hindering that
previously shared sense of congregational community and shared Christian values. Our
earlier church DNA of being “Welcoming of All” has, for some people, greatly changed.
This goes for both ends of the political and theological spectrum. The problem has been
exacerbated by social media connections that allow people to know details of fellow
congregants’ political and social beliefs at a level that would otherwise never have been
discussed. It has promoted a culture of challenging differing views and beliefs at a morally
judgmental level that further divides Christian sisters and brothers. Many who have left our
church in recent years have noted the loss of “safe space of faith” as their principal reason
for leaving.
The December 2018 Pneumatrix Report attempted to address the need for changes in
perspective, stating: “Entrenched beliefs about what “will not work,” especially
concerning our worship spaces, is problematic. We sense and hope that the congregation
we are today is ready to be invited anew into the process of creating solutions, and with
the help of the Holy Spirit, new solutions can be found. Everyone will give up something
for the greater good.”

We recognize that we need to foster a stronger sense of family and community. There is
hope. During Covid lockdowns, we began to better appreciate the value and importance
of engagement with the Christian community and our congregation. The Pneumatrix
Report stated: “There is a desire for greater congregational engagement and involvement,
but a sense that the congregation doesn’t know where or how to get involved. It is clear
there need to be multiple and different ways of learning about the life and opportunities of
SFPC, presented in ways that meet the needs of individuals, not “one-size fits all.” There is
a need for informing people about opportunities to engage with the work and programs of
the church and also to document them for our history. Improved communication will serve
to both inform people of what we have accomplished and spark enthusiasm for greater
engagement with our congregation and its service, social and other activities.”
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Demographics Summary
Our Congregation:
SFPC membership peaked at 1,241 in 1997. Since 2006, membership has steadily
declined by approximately 8% a year to 228 today. As of July 2021, 57% of our members
were age 70 and older, 34% between 40 and 69, and 9% under 40.
The 100 respondents to the May 2021 Congregational Survey were primarily older and
longtime church members, with 59% attending for more than 20 years. Only 18% of
respondents are under 55 years of age. A quarter of respondents are 75 or older. 73% are
married or widowed. 27% are single or divorced/separated. Nearly 90% of households
have no children living in them. Driving distance does not seem to have a strong impact
on participation. Two-thirds are retired or not employed. Household income is fairly well
distributed, not accounting for “Prefer not to say” respondents.
Most respondents come from the Presbyterian/Reformed tradition, with Methodist and
Roman Catholic well represented. 12% had no regular prior church attendance/influence.
Few respondents view the Bible as to be taken fully literally. Two-thirds viewed it as true in
basic teachings and interpreted by different authors. Another 20% recognize some human
errors, with a mix of literal and symbolic truths. Less than 10% take the Bible totally or
mostly literally without error.
Who We Are
In general, we are good Presbyterians in polity and process and lovers of music. We are
mostly older, long-term members, likely retired. We are well educated. Most are moderate
to liberal leaning, compassionate, and action-oriented. We are strong-minded and can be
resistant to change while also being highly experimental (sometimes begrudgingly). We
can be internally selfish while being externally generous of our time and talents.
Congregational Survey:
In May 2021, the Mission Study Team opened a detailed
online survey to the congregation. Paper copies were
mailed on request, and staff and volunteers provided
assistance as needed. One hundred responses were
received. The results show that the top reason for
attending SFPC is the “Sense of Community” (45%)
followed closely by “Music” (41%), “Worship Services”
(35%), and “Sermons” (34%). “Agreement with Theology
& Doctrine” and “Opportunities to Serve” were tied at
27%. “Worship Style” was cited by 13%. “Offering
Meaningful Worship” and “Engaging in Acts of Charity
and Service” were tied at 33% as the one thing SFPC
does best.
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Most respondents first connected with SFPC by moving to Salem. Family and friend
connections were also strong. A few report ministry/community outreach as a reason. Five
found SFPC online. Three-fourths of respondents report growing as Christians while at
SFPC. Only 2% say their faith has weakened. 42% have not invited people to visit SFPC in
the past three years.
Enjoyment of SFPC’s sermons, music, and fellowship was a strong theme in many answers,
as was communal worship. Forty percent of respondents prefer blended worship, 25%
prefer contemporary only, and a third prefer traditional only. Since the questions were
binary, it is unclear whether those preferring a non-blended style would attend blended
worship if that were the only option. There were many polarized responses expressing
dissatisfaction with blended worship from individuals preferring a single worship style,
including music (organ, choir, praise band), seating (pews/chairs/rows/groups), and having
food and drink in the sanctuary.
Pre-pandemic participation in SFPC activities had stayed the same or increased for 73% of
respondents. 61% of respondents had two or more volunteer or leadership roles with
SFPC prior to Covid, and 23% had none. Of those reporting increased participation, more
than half reported it was because of accepting a leadership role at SFPC. Eleven percent
began volunteering in a new ministry. Of those reporting a decrease in participation, most
were due to family commitments, the end of a leadership role, and less available time.
Nearly a quarter reported it was because of a more negative attitude toward SFPC.
Most respondents rated as “Excellent” or “Very Good” SFPC’s “Sense of Community,”
“Friendliness,” “Church Facilities,” “Church Staff,” “Focus on Theology,” “Involvement in
Mission,” and “Helping Me Think Critically on Issues of Faith. “Adult Education and
Discipleship” was rated lower, with 38% rating “Average” or “Needs Help.” A majority of
respondents had “No Opinion/Not Applicable” on satisfaction with “Children’s Ministry,
with a slightly lower number answering the same on “Youth Ministry.” This may reflect the
age of respondents more than satisfaction with those areas.
Most respondents are “Very Satisfied” or “Generally Satisfied” with SFPC’s performance
of listed tasks: “Meaningful Worship” (93%), “Engaging in Charity and Service” (92%)
“Providing Caring Ministry for Sick, Shut-in and Bereaved” (91%), “Helping Members
Understand Time, Talents and Treasures as Expressions of Christian Stewardship (88%),
“Supporting PCUSA Global Mission” (86%), “Providing Worship Expressing the Gospel in
Contemporary Language and Forms” (84%).
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The great majority of respondents answered most questions about SFPC’s identity with
“Strongly Agree” or “Agree” that they are comfortable with SFPC’s identity (88%), have a
clear understanding of what SFPC stands for (87%); have a strong sense of belonging
(86%), and that SFPC made a difference in their spiritual life (91%).
Respondents had varied views on where the pastor should emphasize or embody certain
roles. Those scoring high on “Essential” or “Very Important” were to be a Minister of the
Word/Teacher (87%), Friend/Fellow Traveler (82%), Spiritual Guide (74%),
Celebrant/Worship Leader (61%), and Group Facilitator (58%).
Ranked as of “Moderate Importance” to “None at All” were the roles of Community
Chaplain (77%), Counselor/Healer (67%), Witness/Evangelist (67%), and Social Activist
(54%). Respondents rated the least important role for the new pastor to be Community
Chaplain (36%), Witness/Evangelist (25%), and Social Activist (18%).
Respondents could choose three from a list of desired major qualities for a new pastor.
Their highest-rated were: “Effective Preacher/Teacher” (62%), “Love of Congregation”
(41%), “Demonstrate Healthy Leadership” (27%), “Great Worship Leader” (24%),
“Compassionate to Those in Need” (24%), “Hopeful/Joyous Future” (23%), and “Team
Builder” (21%).
Forty percent of respondents rate themselves as “Very Liberal” or “Liberal,” 34% are
“Moderate,” and 19% are “Conservative” or “Very Conservative.” Personal belief
statements with a majority of respondents who “Agree Completely” or “Agree
Somewhat” were:
Women are able to serve in leadership the same as men (98%)
The congregation should be consulted prior to major decisions affecting worship (88%)
Importance of Faith (83%)
The church must be involved in proper stewardship of the earth’s resources (83%)
The Session is empowered to make decisions affecting worship (77%)
It is the church’s job to deal with poverty (71%)
Same-sex marriage should be embraced by the church (67%)
The right to abortion is justifiable (66%)
Jesus is the only way to God (54%)
All religions point to God (53%)
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A majority of respondents “Disagreed Somewhat” or “Disagreed Completely” to:
Evolution and Christianity are incompatible (80%)
It is not our place to share Christian faith with non-believers (79%)
It is impossible to be a Christian and not regularly attend church (77%)
Any sexual orientation outside of heterosexuality is wrong (76%)
It is the government’s job to deal with poverty in our communities (52%)
Sex outside of marriage is wrong (51%)

Financial Summary
Member support (pledges and donations) and real estate rentals (Somerville and
preschool) generate nearly all of our income. In addition, the church annually receives
restricted gifts and bequests and utilizes reserves to balance the budget. Over the past
decade, annual income from all sources declined from over $1,000,000 to slightly over
$700,000. Current assets have declined slightly from $982,000 to $899,000, due in large
part to realizing $485,000 from the sale of part of our parking area. Expenditures per
member have increased steadily and greatly exceed member giving.
Regular congregational support held steady last year, an improvement attributed at least
partially to Covid shutdowns leading members to focus more charitable giving on SFPC
than may have been the case in “normal” years. For the 2021-22 fiscal year, 228 members
made 89 pledges. Forty-one pledges at $250 a month or higher provide 84% of our
pledged income. The other 43 pledges provide 14% of our income.
Between 2020 and 2022, we will have invested approximately $425,000 in capital
improvements and major deferred maintenance, including remodeling the sanctuary, a
new roof, repainting the exterior, repaving the parking lot, and repairs to our Sommerville
rental property. Funds for these projects came from member bequests and proceeds from
the sale of an adjacent parking lot.
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Ministry & Activities Summary
Congregational Care and Engagement:
Even with the continued chaos of the COVID-19 pandemic, this year has been a time of
growth and hope for new beginnings and encouraging connections and relationships
within our church family. In addition to expanded work by Deacons and staff to keep
people connected by visits, calls, and cards, we worked to keep people connected as a
group. We started a new weekly Women’s Chat (outdoors in good weather, on Zoom
during colder, wetter months). A Christmastime Cookie Drive-Through in the parking lot
spread a bit of holiday cheer on a rainy afternoon where the staff greeted congregants in
their cars. Deacons made special deliveries around holiday times to encourage and
fellowship with homebound church family members. Digital fellowship gatherings were
held over Zoom in February and March, giving the congregation a chance to check in with
each other. May saw three fellowship gatherings in front of the church building, and it was
an absolute joy to reconnect face-to-face. There are many aspects of Congregational Care
that aren’t quantifiable, but we see God’s hand at work and look forward to what else God
has in store for us as we continue our journey together.
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Impact Ministry. Local, National, Global:
We strive to represent Jesus to everyone, everywhere. We believe that to truly be a family
of believers who are connected around the globe that we should be caring for those
whom Jesus called “the least of these.” Our tagline of “Local, National, Global” shows our
focus: We work to impact Salem by helping make it a more fair and just city and trying to
bring peace. We strive to impact the nation by sending out teams for disaster relief
and helping fund PC(USA) efforts to bring justice to America. We seek impact globally by
supporting missionaries and partnering with our Christian family in different parts of the
world to be Jesus to all those we can.
NextGen: Serving our Youth:
NextGen was designed for those in our community from birth to age 18 and was recently
expanded to include college students and young adults. The program offers Christian
education, activities, and specialized events for young people to grow and learn in a safe
environment. While many activities have been curtailed during the pandemic, plans are
underway to resume a more normal flow of activities and events. Pre-pandemic, the
middle and high school programs experienced strong growth in the community,
particularly among teens seeking a safe, accepting, and loving place to explore their faith,
fellowship, and futures. Although challenging, active outreach by telephone, Zoom, and
socially distanced, visits had helped youth to stay connected to SFPC and to each other at
a time when social interaction was especially important.

NextGen helps host Salem’s biggest Easter street
party each year, Easterpalooza! Held in the street in
front of the church (when not precluded by COVID-19),
we host a free pancake breakfast, Easter egg hunt,
bounce houses, face painting, and games for all
comers.
The annual mission trip to Esperanza to work with indigenous youth at a camp in a remote
part of Canada will soon again be a highlight of the summer.
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Additional SFPC committees and ministry teams (common to PC(USA) churches include:
Administration, Communication & Technology, Discipleship (formed in 2019), Hospitality,
Human Resources, Nominating, Stewardship, and Worship. SFPC also has a History Guild
run by volunteer church members, who have kept significant historical records regarding
our church and some of its presbytery and denominational connections.
Worship
After offering two identical classic-style services for many years, in 2011, SFPC split worship
into separate classic and contemporary services. The 9:30 a.m. classic service remained
relatively unchanged except for the addition of screens on both sides of the chancel.
The contemporary service went through several iterations before landing on Sunday
mornings at 11:00 a.m. This service evolved to become an interactive worship experience
in the SFPC basement with an intimate, coffeehouse-style setting. The downstairs worship
center provided an informal, relaxed space with grouped seating and tables, a stage for a
professional praise band, and food and beverages readily available. The service often ran
long, with people remaining and visiting at the end. A regular feature on communion
Sundays was an Agape Meal served family style by volunteers and open to all at no charge.
While people of all ages attended both services, the classic service trended older, the
contemporary service younger. The contemporary service saw steady growth in attendance
over the years, at times straining the available space. The loss of members through attrition
and graduation to Heaven was felt most acutely in the classic service. By mid-2019,
average attendance at the classic service had fallen to fewer than 75 people (including
staff, musicians, and paid members of the choir). The small number of congregants – in a
sanctuary with fixed pew seating for more than 400 – made sustaining a sense of communal
worship and engagement challenging. There were several Sundays each year when only
one service was held, either upstairs or down, but non-holiday attendance at these single
services generally did not total the combined average.
After receiving two large bequests and proceeds from the sale of an auxiliary parking lot,
Session decided to address significant capital improvements to the building, including a
remodel of the sanctuary. The pews were removed, the sanctuary and chancel were
painted, and new carpeting was installed. Stackable upholstered chairs were purchased to
enable varied configurations of sanctuary seating. A primary driver of the decision was a
determination to combine the classic and contemporary services into one blended service.
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In November 2019, the “Ancient Future”
worship service began in the sanctuary at
10:30 a.m. Because of scheduling conflicts at
this new hour, we no longer had an organist
for preludes, postludes, and hymns. The
praise band provided most of the musical
accompaniment to a mixture of hymns and
contemporary Christian songs. Chairs were
clustered around low tables and in rows, and
food and drink were available. The service
began live-streaming on YouTube and
Facebook.
Going into Advent, our combined attendance had fallen to 124, with the numbers
dropping most significantly among those who had previously attended the contemporary
service. In the new year, SFPC prepared for the retirement of Senior Pastor Del Burnett. On
February 2, 2020, incoming Interim Senior Pastor Brian Craker was briefly introduced to the
congregation. Following Pastor Burnett’s departure, but before Pastor Craker’s arrival,
COVID-19 shut our doors. Beginning March 15, 2020, Sunday services became online only.
Because we were already equipped for live streaming, the transition was somewhat easier.
Over the weeks of closure, we evolved from live streaming to pre-recorded services. This
enabled flexibility for those who needed to record their portions of the service remotely or
in the sanctuary with relative isolation. We were able to include organ preludes and
postludes and have specialized music for holiday services. Communion was encouraged
using congregants’ own elements in their homes.
Our highly skilled sound and video engineer was instrumental in pulling it all together at
the highest possible production levels, given the equipment and recording constraints.
People could now watch the service at the time and place of their choosing. Several
scheduled Zoom gatherings helped keep the congregation in communication. Deacons
increased congregational care outreach. People sent links to our services to friends and
family across the US and internationally. Flocknote emails and social media postings kept
people apprised of mission opportunities and church news.
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In June 2021, SFPC re-opened its doors and embarked on hybrid worship. In-person
services were both live-streamed and recorded for later viewing on YouTube and
Facebook. Despite improved ventilation in the sanctuary, socially distant seating
arrangements, and mask-wearing, COVID-19 continued to be a major concern for many in
our congregation.
As of October 2021, the Delta variant continued to keep most people away from in-person
worship, with attendance averaging 50 people. The good news is that there was an
average of 126 device views (with an unknown number of individuals) logged into live
streaming or that watched the recordings later in the week. We also met new attendees
who had found us online and had either come in person or contacted us through social
media.
As we eventually come out of COVID-19 restrictions, it is highly likely that many may
choose to continue to participate in worship remotely. The hybrid model is here to stay. As
for in-person worship, we have been highly experimental, and that has given us great
flexibility during a difficult time. However, we recognize that the blending of the two styles
of worship has not yet achieved success. There are people from both the classic and
contemporary services who feel they lost something highly important to them in the
blended model. As we move into the new reality of post-Covid hybrid worship, Session will
need to consider our options for the future.
Staffing
The congregation has reduced greatly in numbers since the most recent staffing model was
adopted over a decade ago. SFPC has traditionally relied on the paid staff at a level higher
than is financially feasible with our current levels of membership and congregational
support. We faced the reality that we must refine professional roles and right-size the staff
to meet SFPC’s current workload needs and budget constraints, ensure that highly
specialized skill sets are applied to specific areas, and reduce dependence on paid staff for
some program areas. These conversations began under former Senior Pastor Burnett and
are the painful acknowledgment of the realities of the current capacity of our church and
congregation. At the start of 2021, SFPC employed 11 staff in addition to the Senior
Pastor: three full-time staff (Administration, Impact, and Worship & Music) and eight parttime staff (NextGen Director and Assistant, Congregational Care/Communications,
Custodian, Office Assistant, Hospitality and Assistant, and Building Maintenance.
Additionally, we have a contract Sound/Media Director, performers, and musicians.
Accounting is done primarily by volunteer members with outside contract accounting
support.
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Because of retirements, reorganization and job changes, the past two years have seen
significant changes to our staff. The senior pastor’s retirement in early 2020 was preceded
by the retirement of our longtime pastoral assistant and the loss of our organist. 2021 saw
our Director of Impact Ministries (missions and discipleship) and our Worship Arts Director
depart for other opportunities. Each departure, even for the best of reasons, has been a
loss and a disruption for the congregation.
Under Interim Senior Pastor Craker, staff and volunteers have rallied to fill the needs of the
church. Part-time and temporary positions have been filled or recruited to retain the
greatest possible level of staffing flexibility for the incoming called Senior Pastor to
complement her or his strengths and needs. As we prepare for the 2022-23 fiscal year, we
will have more clarity on attendance, desired style(s) of worship services, congregational
giving, and our operating budget.
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SECTION 2: OUR COMMUNITY
Community Snapshot
The 2020 US Census shows the Salem-Keizer metropolitan area has 152,285 households,
with a total population of 433,903 (174,377 live in the Salem city limits). This represents a
9% increase since 2010. 64% of homes are owner-occupied with a median value of
$295,000. The median percapita household income is $65,689.
The median age is 37.1 years, with 23% over the age of 60. Race and ethnicity are
predominantly White/Non-Hispanic at 67%, followed by Hispanic 25%, Native 2%, Black
1%, and 4% reporting two or more. Eleven percent of the total population is foreign-born,
emigrating primarily from Latin America (72%). English is the only language spoken in the
home by 79% of adults, with 16.8% speaking Spanish. Eighty-seven percent of adults are
high school graduates or higher, with 26.6% having a bachelor’s degree or higher.
Compared to the state of Oregon as a whole, Salem’s population is (in general) slightly
younger, poorer, and less educated. The median age in Salem at 37.1 years is nearly three
years lower than the median Oregonian’s age of 39.7 years. Families are slightly less likely
to live in two-parent households in Salem compared to Oregon as a whole. The proportion
of families in poverty is 10.5%, a not-insignificant increase over the state’s poverty
percentage of 9.1%. Though a wide spectrum of jobs is present in Salem, split roughly 60%
/ 40% white-collar to blue-collar, the average household income is lower in Salem ($73,843)
than in the state of Oregon ($81,730). This may or may not be related to the difference in
adult education attainment: Salem residents are less likely to have a bachelor’s or graduate
/ professional level degree than elsewhere in Oregon and more likely to have only a high
school or lower education. This disparity - perhaps being a natural consequence of the
wide mix of industries and institutions present in a capital city - is likely to persist for the
foreseeable future. Nevertheless, Salem’s citizens have a deep attachment to this place.
People tend to stay longterm, whether remaining in Salem throughout their lives or
returning to Salem at or near retirement.
Salem’s growth is expected to continue. Population demographics close to SFPC are
changing and may represent an opportunity for growth with hundreds of new housing units
being built in the downtown core area. Several colleges and universities in the area also
represent untapped potential for growth. Right now, SFPC draws from all over Salem, with
most congregants living 10 minutes or farther away and from outlying communities within a
15-mile radius of the church building.
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Demographics Summary
The 2020 US Census shows the Salem-Keizer metropolitan area has 152,285
households, with a total population of 433,903 (174,377 live in the Salem city limits).
This represents a 9% increase since 2010.
64% of homes are owner-occupied with a median value of $295,000. The median
percapita household income is $65,689.
The median age is 37.1 years, with 23% over the age of 60.
Race and ethnicity are predominantly White/Non-Hispanic at 67%, followed by
Hispanic 25%, Native 2%, Black 1%, and 4% reporting two or more.
Eleven percent of the total population is foreign-born, emigrating primarily from Latin
America (72%).
English is the only language spoken in the home by 79% of adults, with 16.8% speaking
Spanish.
Eighty-seven percent of adults are high school graduates or higher, with 26.6% having
a bachelor’s degree or higher.
Family Households with Children by type:
o Family: Married-couple 65.8%
o Family: Single Mother 26.5%
o Family: Single Father 9.5%
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SECTION 3: OUR CALL
Current Mission Statement:
We are a full inclusion community of ordinary people experiencing and embodying
God’s extraordinary love.
Current Vision Statement:
We are a Christ-centered listening-learning community, embracing and accepting
everyone, embracing the needs of our city, seeking ways to see, know, care for, and
empower our neighbors as we welcome them home.
SFPC has long been steeped in the idea of being missional: Using our gifts to do what we
can where we are to meet the current needs of the people God has brought to our
attention. Historically, we had engaged in refugee assistance, sent youth on missions to
build houses in Mexico for families in need, and generously supported other missions by
sending funds, both overseas and within the United States.
God has brought many in need to our attention over the years, even when we don’t
immediately recognize them. Over the past two decades, we have become increasingly
aware of deep, unmet needs in our local community. Our congregation grew into a new
missional ethos of hands-on work to help the people God brings to our attention and
through our doors. More than sending dollars (which we still do), we have increasingly
committed our time and talents to meet local needs.
This work includes improving life for the unsheltered in our community. In 2001, we started
hosting with Interfaith Hospitality Network – now Family Promise – in concert with other
Salem churches to house and feed homeless families as they work to find stable housing
and rebuild their lives. We also now serve as Salem’s downtown warming shelter, opening
our doors to provide support and overnight refuge in our building when temperatures are
at or below freezing. We have sent teams to work with Presbyterian Disaster Assistance in
the cleanup after hurricanes or wildfires. During oppressive summer heat and air quality
emergencies, we opened our doors to provide shelter.
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SFPC continues to grow into our duty of care to the poor, the hungry, and the homeless as
we seek ways to engage our community. We created “Impact Gatherings” out of our
desire to both help our neighbors in need during COVID-19 lockdowns to see one another
by designating times to meet in the church parking lot with our donations and smiles
behind our masks. We chose to focus on Family Building Blocks relief nursery, the Salem
Dream Center that empowers and equips disadvantaged children and youth, and Church @
The Park, providing clothing and food for the homeless they serve. We are thankful for the
hundreds of community volunteers and our non-profit partners in these efforts.

God also opened our eyes to the needs of the local LGBTQ+ community. As the
denomination moved to allow individual congregations to be fully inclusive of LGBTQ+
individuals, God sent members of this marginalized population who were searching for a
church home through our doors, many through our NextGen Ministry.
In 2016, Pastor Burnett concluded an education series based on the Ken Wilson book “A
Letter to My Congregation,” exploring the Biblical references to same-sex relationships
and how believers with differing perspectives could find a “Third Way” forward on this
issue. The classes were well attended by both theologically liberal and conservative
congregants. Shortly afterward, the Session approved becoming a “Third Way”
congregation, which led to our current mission statement: “We are a full inclusion
community of ordinary people experiencing and embodying God’s extraordinary love.”
Our vision is that “We are a Christ-centered listening-learning community, embracing and
accepting everyone, embracing the needs of our city, seeking ways to see, know, care for,
and empower our neighbors as we welcome them home.” This builds on Christ’s mandate
to reach the unchurched – seekers – and move them towards becoming disciples of Christ.
No matter where you come from, we want you to know you belong here.
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Our Values & Beliefs
Salem First Presbyterian Church is an inclusive community of faith rooted in the love of
God. We believe worship is not just found in church on Sundays; it’s something expressed
in everything we do and how we live out our lives. We use the Scriptures as a guide on how
to navigate the current world that seeks to dehumanize people and those that we may
disagree with. At SFPC, we strive to be a place where everyone is welcome to the table,
and all are treated with respect. We believe that the place of the church is to be a place
where anyone can come and know a God that loves them for who they are and understand
that God also wants us to care about every single person around us.
We believe we are called to be worshippers, lay leaders, and servants in our work to honor
God and be as the hands and feet of Christ. We are bound together not only by our love of
God but also by our yearning to learn the context of Christ’s teaching and how it applies to
our daily lives, unified by our missional outreach.
We are called to promote social righteousness through disciple-building to engage people
to go out into the community and world to carry out their Christian faith. Who are these
people? They seek meaning and a vision that compels them to become active in our
community of faith. They become motivated by discipleship education and engagement to
participate in our work. They recognize that participation in our Christian community means
they are part of something bigger and more important than themselves. They are making a
positive impact. This is our common denominator.

Salem First Presbyterian Church Statement of Common Humanity
Scripture calls us to embody the two great commandments: to love God and to love your
neighbors as yourself. We understand the word neighbor, used in this context, to mean
humanity without division or subjugation. We are grateful for the rich diversity of our
human family. For this reason, we reject divisive, fear-driven voices of intolerance. Further,
we offer our concern for the safety and wellbeing of all our neighbors, near and far,
irrespective of faith, race, orientation, or any characteristics by which some might attempt
to devalue them.
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SECTION 4: OUR CONCLUSIONS
Summary Statement
Since our last mission study in 2008, we have moved further from being an “invitational”
church focused on Christ with broad membership and diversity in theology and ideology to
being an “attractional” church with a narrowing view of the ideologies of those who should
make up our congregation. An increased and sometimes explicit focus on divisive issues of
social justice, action, and political affiliation came at the expense of many who felt they
were no longer safe to belong in our congregation.
We believe God is calling SFPC to a time of personal and spiritual growth, finding the path
to embrace the richness of theological diversity, and ensuring SFPC is a place where all are
welcomed and loved. If our neighbors differ in perspective and belief yet still choose to
share worship with us, Christ calls us to welcome and love them as sisters and brothers. We
need to recreate that safe space of faith for all believers. We need to rediscover how to be
invitational, welcoming of all, and to come alongside those who – in good Christian faith –
may hold different theological perspectives. We need to return to our values of being a
safe harbor and sanctuary, a place of quiet protection where all can worship without
judgment or condemnation. We need to rise above culture wars and focus on our
common, Christian values.
We are called to depend on God’s strength and grace to lead us where God wants us to
go. We recognize that God is still at work in us and through us and have faith in God’s plan
for our future, even if we don’t yet see how it will come to be.
Our Conclusions:
We need to focus on our strengths to overcome our weaknesses.
We are an older church and have been in a rapid state of decline. The COVID-19 pandemic
has made it difficult to evaluate our current status clearly, but we believe we have held
relatively steady through our online presence during the pandemic. We are hopeful for the
future: Just as Abram and Sari had reason to doubt the future of their family line because of
advanced age, God can step in and give us new life if we are willing to follow where God
leads us.
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We are a generous congregation, blessed with assets including a smaller – but active –
congregation willing to roll up their sleeves to do the Lord’s work. We have a large and
flexible facility in downtown Salem and the financial means to maintain and operate it for
worship and for missional work. Our location is both a blessing and a weakness, as we are
in the center of the city but don’t have nearby neighborhoods populated with young
families, as do suburban churches. We do have a population base for renewed growth
because of continued population increases in the Salem-Keizer metropolitan area and new
high-density downtown housing. Our current demographic of older members can be
inviting to a growing senior/retiree population. We also have a core of Millennials/Gen Z
members and participants in our youth groups that can invite their peers to our programs
for youth, young adults, and college students. We can build on the new and evolving
communities around us.
We are nothing without our members, and we need to rebuild their full engagement and
trust. We need to invite people back through our doors. Rediscovering our invitational
DNA and finding unity will help heal the tender places from conflicts in our recent history
that continue to cause pain and distrust for some. “Different” doesn’t mean “bad”; it
means we must work to understand and accept that Christ calls believers and seekers from
all theological, political, and social backgrounds. We can do this through a clear vision for
the future, embracing and nurturing our differences, and relearning how to be welcoming
and inviting of all. This invitational nature is in our DNA, and we need to bring it back. Our
job is to rediscover how to worship together and find unity in Christ.
Trust in SFPC’s leadership needs to recover from significant missteps over the past 15
years, starting with the controversy regarding Pastor Elder at the end of his tenure through
lack of transparency and congregational buy-in for remodeling the sanctuary and blending
the two services into one. Much of this loss of trust is attributable to a lack of
communication. Excellent communication leads to transparency, which leads to increased
trust, which leads to a cohesive community. We need to again be a congregation that
values people being comfortable respectfully expressing their ideas and opinions. We
need leadership that is approachable, welcomes input, and ensures that congregants
believe they are being listened to, even when the decision doesn’t go the way they would
prefer.
Great hope can be found in that we have the proven ability to be experimental. As the
outside culture has changed and we have faced greatly reduced church attendance, we
have been creative in trying new styles of worship. Combining the classic and
contemporary services into one blended service has not yet been successful. However, no
change needs to be permanent. We will continue to seek God’s guidance and follow where
the Holy Spirit leads us as a congregation.
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In summary, we believe we have many strengths on which we can build a solid, optimistic
future, including:
We love our God, and we highly value our Christian community.
We have active, skilled volunteers and staff who are committed to our mission, vision,
and work. This has contributed greatly to our strong community partnerships,
facilitating our missional work throughout the area.
We have a strong tradition of discipleship and commitment to Christian education.
We are blessed with a facility and the resources to maintain and operate it for our
worship services and as a place to carry out a growing number of missional programs.
We have proven a willingness to experiment with ways to meet challenging needs in a
changing culture.
We live in a metropolitan area that is growing, including new high-density housing units
within walking distance of the church facility.
Recommendations
We believe God is leading us to build on new and evolving demographics around us, not
only by inviting believers and seekers but also to expand our missional activities in serving
God’s children in need of our love and help. We recommend seeking opportunities to
find new ways to welcome those around us and to invite those who have left SFPC to
return if they have not already found a new church home.
It is difficult to attract a demographic that is not already well represented in the church.
We have few Millennials and GenX-ers with whom new members can readily identify. For
that reason, we recommend leaning into seeking growth from two other key demographic
groups:
Older adults/retirees – A major component of our congregation is in this growing
demographic. When we invite them, they will feel comfortable and find a ready home
here, particularly if we provide solid Christian Education/Discipleshipopportunities for
them to connect with our congregation.
College students/young adults – Another growing demographic that includes
untapped potential in the colleges and universities around us. This group likely will be
best met through active outreach. We recently expanded NextGen to include this
demographic; we recommend that Session ensures this ministry receives the support it
needs to grow and succeed.
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We recommend greatly increased transparency and communication, as the Pneumatrix
Report called for in 2018. Some improvements have been implemented over the past 18
months, including the excellent communication in the last Annual Report and the detailed
information about SFPC’s finances presented at the August 2021 Congregational
Meeting.
We still have a long way to go. The congregation always needs to know where we are,
what we are going to do, what we are doing, and what has been done. We recommend
increased resources be put into the SFPC website, ensuring it is regularly updated with
information important to the current congregation and to those seeking a new church
home.
We strongly suggest that Session appoint a skilled Ruling Elder whose primary role is
communication. This Elder will be the principal contact and liaison between Session and
the congregation and serve as a trusted voice. This does not mean that the
Communication Elder is the only one who speaks to the congregation, but that she or he
be the point person to either get the information or refer the question to the appropriate
individual(s). This Elder should be expected to report to the congregation through
Flocknote (and mail, as appropriate) following Session meetings with an update on
Session’s current activities and future agenda items, as well as any other news of note.
This will relieve some of the burdens from the Senior Pastor and staff and ensure that
questions and answers that are relevant to a broader audience do not slip through the
cracks. We further recommend that Session revisit the communication-related
recommendations of the Pneumatrix report and implement them as feasible as we expand
written and electronic messaging and come out of pandemic restrictions for in-person
meetings.
We recommend continued use of our facilities as valuable assets. The leasing of the
Sommerville Building to the State of Oregon and our education wing to Little Friends
Montessori provides stable income that enables us to operate programs and missions
beyond what congregational giving would support. This diversification of income is vital
to the SFPC’s future and should continue to be a priority. The Session should explore
additional potential revenue-generating and missional opportunities for ad-hoc use of
other portions of the facility, including the sanctuary and our commercial kitchen.
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We recommend continued experimentation and willingness to reconsider past decisions.
As written earlier, hybrid worship – providing services both in-person and live-streamed –
has been key to our success during the pandemic. However, the blended style of worship
– combining classic and contemporary styles into one service – has so far failed to live up
to expectations. The Session should continue to work with a reconstituted Worship
Committee to refine the current model and explore adjustments and options for the future
as we come out of the pandemic and into an unforeseeable future with our new called
Senior Pastor.
Finally, and most importantly, we need to remember that we are a community of
Christians. We need to recapture our church being a place of refuge and safety for
everyone, without judgement or condemnation. We need to remember that Presbyterians
have historically been a people of great diversity in opinions and views, but we have
coexisted in our differences because our unity is always in Christ. The same must always
be true for Salem First.
As we wrote in our introduction, together, we will depend on God’s strength and grace to
lead us where God wants us to go, recognizing that God is still at work in us and through
us. We have faith in God’s plan for our future, even if we don’t yet see how it will come to
be.
Our Ideal Pastor
In our congregational survey, we provided an exhaustive list of major qualities that a
congregant may desire in their new pastor. We asked them which qualities they felt were
most important, limiting their responses to a maximum of three. The highest-rated qualities
desired from our congregants in their next pastor were “Effective Preacher/Teacher” (62%),
“Love of Congregation” (41%), and “Demonstrate Healthy Leadership” (27%).
Based on all the information gathered, the input of our congregation, and the completed
discernment of our purpose and vision, the Mission Study Team would like to put forth the
following statement of what we believe would be our ideal pastor to lead us in the next
chapter of our church.
Our ideal pastor is a Christ-centered believer who is an effective
preacher and teacher, who shows the love of Christ through
compassion and love for our congregation, and who demonstrates
healthy Christian leadership. Our new shepherd will guide us in
developing active discipleship, embracing our current reality while
also guiding us to our future potential, appreciates the uniqueness
of historic tall steeple churches, be a bridgebuilder who can help
us rebuild a safe place of faith, and reawaken our culture of
invitation through trust and unity in Christ.
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APPENDIX A-1
Proposed Start Dates for Recommendations
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APPENDIX A-2
Sources of Information Gathered
The following information was gathered or resourced by the MST during its research phase.
Highlights from each source appear in the main report. Some items have summary
information and charts included at the end of this appendix.
• SFPC membership data from 1995 (summary information below)
• Financial Summary for last 10 years (see Appendix A-3)
• SFPC membership and active attender rolls
• Inventory of all SFPC activities, ministries, and missional outreach partnerships
• Mission Insight® community demographics report for top 5 zip codes around SFPC
o Population and household information and trends
o Additional statistics on families with children and school age changes
o Racial/Ethnic history and trends
o Community diversity index including Top 10 US Mosaic Lifestyles® types
o Median family incomes
o Poverty index
o Education and career status
o Blue to white collar occupation comparisons
• 2008 SFPC mission study report
• 2018 Pneumatrix® report
• Book: “The Post-Quarantine Church” by Thom S. Rainer
• Book: “Transforming Church” by Kevin G. Ford
• Chart: “Church Size Theory” from the United Methodist of Arkansas Center for Vitality
• Essay: “Growing Old” by Rev. James Kim, Senior Pastor at Little Church on the Prairie
Presbyterian Church of Lakewood, Washington
• Mission study reports from other area Presbyterian churches for layout and content
reference
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Salem First Presbyterian Church Membership Data (1995-2021)
Membership number as reported on June 30th (end of church fiscal year).
New members information was tracked from 2007 to present.
*2008 & 2021 saw roll cleanings during interim periods.
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APPENDIX A-3
Congregational Survey Results
The congregational survey was conducted during the spring of 2021, beginning shortly
after Easter. The survey was made available online via Surveymonkey.com, and paper
copies were made available to those members who needed them. Deacons also
interviewed some of our homebound members to make sure that their input was received.
(The survey was conducted while our state was still in portions of a COVID-19 lock-down,
and our services were still being prerecorded and made available online at 8am on Sunday
mornings.)
Unless otherwise noted, results are shown for all respondents who completed the survey.
Open-ended questions and comments have been removed to maintain confidentiality.
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APPENDIX A-4
SFPC 10-Year Financial Summary
* Reference separate tabloid-sized attachment “SFPC 10-Year Financial Summary.”

